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Abstract-A weighted two-layer difference scheme for the one-dimensional time-dependent convec-
tion-diffusion equation is examined. In this scheme, the first spatial derivative is approximated by the
central divided difference, It is shown that, on the Shishkin piecewise uniform grid condensing in the-b,oundary layer, the scheme is uniformly convergent for 0' ?: 0,5 with respect to a small parameter in the

.sense of the grid L: -norm with an O(N-2In2N + (0' - 0.5)'C+ 'C2)convergence rate, where 0' is the scheme

parameter, N is the number of grid points, and 'c is the time step.

INTRODUCTION

Consider the following initial-boundary value problem for the one-dimensional time-dependent convec-
tion-diffusion equation:

"t+Lfu = f(x,t), O<x<l, U(O,t) = f.11(t), u(l,t)=f.12(t), O<t-:;'T,

u(x,O) = <p(x), 0 -:;,x -:;,1.

Here, LEis the singularly perturbed operator with a small parameter £ E (0, 1], defined by the relation

(1)

LEV ==- £(p(x)v')' - r(x)v' + q(x)v; (2)

the coefficients

p(x)?Po = const> 0, r(x)? ro = const > 0, q(x)?O

are assumed to be sufficiently smooth.

Suppose <p(O)=f.11(0), <peI) =f.12(0),and the matching conditions that ensure sufficient smoothness of the
so lution are fulfilled (see [I]).

It is well known (see [2, 3]) that, as £ --- 0, the solution to problem (1) for 0 < x -:;,1 converges to the
solution of the reduced problem

v - r(x)v' + q(x)v = lex, f), v(l, t) = f.12(t), v(x,O) = <p(x).

Moreover, when £ is small, the unused boundary condition causes the so-called elliptical boundary layer to
form in the neighborhood of x = 0, where the solution u(x, t) rapidly varies as a function of x and its deriv-
atives with respect to x are not uniformly bounded with respect to £. In particular, when p(x) ==r(x) ==1,
q(x) ==<p(x)==O,f(x, t) ==0, and f.12(t)==0, the solution to (1) can be represented as

u(x, t) = f.11(t)exp (-x/£) + 0(£).

Since the accuracy of classical finite-difference methods for singularly perturbed problems generally
depends not only on the mesh size but also on the value of the small parameter, special numerical methods that
are uniformly convergent with respect to the small parameter are required for solving such problems [4]. One
approach is to use classical difference schemes on grids specially designed to condense in boundary layers
(see [5, 6]).

In [6], Shishkin suggested the piecewise uniform grid

Q = {xilxi=ih,i=0,1,...,n;xi=xn+(i-n)H,i=n+1,...,N;

h = 8/n,H = (l-8)/(N-n),8 = min(C£lnN,A)},
(3)
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which condenses in the boundary layer and its neighborhood. The grid contains approximately equal num-
bers of small and large cells, nand N - n.ThegridparameterCisdeterminedby thecoefficientsofthe oper-
ator LEin (2), and the number A E (0, 1) is arbitrary.

For certain classical difference schemes developed for the time-independent equation with the operator
LEdefined on this grid, uniform convergence with respect to £ has been established in the sense of the grid

L~ -norm [6-8], including the uniform convergence of a well-known three-point scheme, in which the first
derivative is approximated by the central divided difference [9]. In [6], an implicit four-point difference
scheme for the time-dependent problem (1), (2), with the first spatial derivative approximated by the central
divided difference, was examined on the grid ,Q and shown to converge as O(N-IlnN + 1:)uniformly with
respect to E-

In this paper, we analyze a two-layer weighted difference scheme with the first-order spatial derivative
approximated by the central divided difference [10].

We consider the uniform time grid

(j)~ = {t;lt;=j1:,j=O,l,...,K,1:=T/K}
and the grid on [0, 1] x [0, T]:

-, ,Qx(j)~ = {(x;,tj),i=O,l,...,N,j=O,I,...,K}.
We introduce the conventional notation:

(4)

(5)

hi = X;-Xi-l' h; = hi + hi+ I
2 Vi,; -

Vi-Vi-I

hi
V. . - Vi+1 - V.x,,-- '

hi
Vi+1 - Vi-I.

Vo . =
2:/:.. 'X,, It,

V- V G A

(1 )
A j+1 j

V,=-, V =av+ -av, V=Vi , V=Vi'1:

For the grid functions that are defined on ,Q and vanish at i =0 and i =N,we introduce the scalar product
N-I

(u V ) = "u.v.n., ~"t
i= I

(6)

and the norms

IlvIIL" = IlvII = J(v, v),2 IlvIIL~ = (lvi, 1), IlvllLh= maxivii,- ,
which obviously satisfy the inequalities

IlvIILhSllvllLhSllvllL".1 2 - (7)

For the grid functions that are defined for i = 1, 2, ..., N, we introduce the scalar product
N

(u,v] = LUiVihi.
i= I

On ,Q X (j)~,we consider the two-layer weighted difference scheme

[
h

L h h, G
]l = f

,h, j
Ut + EU I I' i = 1,2,...,N-1, j=O,1,...,K-1,

(8)
h,j

( )
h,j

( )
'

0 1 K h,O h . 0 1 NUo = 111 tj, UN = 112 tj, ] = , , ..., , Ui = <Pi' 1= , , ..., ,

where cr E [0.5, 1] is the scheme parameter; the relation
h h h h

LEv==.-£(p vih- r Vx +q V

defines the three-point difference operator that approximates LE;and

P;' = p(x; - h;l2), r;' = r(x;), q~ = q(x;), f~.j = crf(x;,tj+I) + (1- a)f(xi' f),

<P;'= <p(x;)+ 0(N-2), <P~= <pea), <P~= <p(1).

Note that this scheme is characterized by an 0(h2 + (a - 0.5)1: + 1:2)error, as applied to smooth solutions on
a uniform grid.

The following theorem states the main result of this study.

(9)

(10)
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Theorem 1. Suppose u(x, t) is the solution to problem (1), (2), where the coefficients, initial condition,

and right-hand side are sufficiently smooth, and u~,j is the solution to problem (8)-(10) with the initial
condition

L~<ph = (LE<P)(x;), i = 1,2, ..., N -1,

on the grid Q X 0)1with C satisfying the condition

C> 2p(0)/r(0).

h
<Po = <pea),

h
<PN= <p(1) (11)

(12)
Then,

(I).for cr > 0.5,

maxllu:"j - u(x;, t;)IIL"= O(N-2In2N + 't), and
J ' - (13)

(2) .for cr =0.5,

mfxII0.5(u:"j + u:"j+I) - u(x;, t; + 't/2)t~ = O(A/2In2 N + 't2)
un?lormly with respect to £.

(14)

1. STABILITY OF THE WEIGHTED SCHEME IN THE L~ -NORM

Theorem 2. Suppose 0.5 ::; cr ::; 1 and Ir'(x)1 ::; R = const. Then, if 't < 'to ==R-I, the weighted

scheme (8)-(10) with homogeneous boundary conditions is stable in the L~-norm with respect to the initial
conditions and the right-hand side; that is, if

[Yt+L:/'l; = f;, i=I,2,...,N-l, j=O,I,...,K-l,
; j O

.
01 K o

YO=YN= , .1=, ,..., , Y;=<Pi'
(1.1)

i = 1,2, ..., N -1,
then

Ily" '11~ {II'I'II+ J,~ '1Ifll'}
where c is a constant. 1

Proof. Multiplying difference equation (1.1) by y<~in the sense of the scalar product defined by (6) and
using the fact that, for any grid function Vi that vanishes at i =0 and i =N,

(/'vx, v) = -0.5(r~,ivb vi-d, (1.2)
we obtain

(Yl'yCi) = -£(/,y;,y;]-0.5(r~,iY~,Y~-d-(lyCi,yCi)+(f,yCi)::;c(II5>112+lly112+11/112),
which entails

crll5>f::; (1- cr)llyl12+ 2(cr-0.5)(y, 5» + c't(II5>112+ IIYI12+ jiff).

Invoking the inequality 2(y, 5» ::;IIyll2+ 115>W,we have

0.5115>112::; 0.511y112 + c't(II5>112 + IIyl12 + 11/112);

hence,

II5>f::; (1 + c't)llyI12 + c't11/112.

Noting that (1 + c'tY ::; exp(c'tj) ::; exp(c1), we obtain the assertion of the theorem.

2. PRIOR ESTIMATES

In [9], the boundary value problem for the time-independent equation with the operator LEwas consid-
ered and the following lemma was proved.

I Henceforth, c denotes various constants, which are independent OfE, N, and't.
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Lemma. Suppose that the coefficients p(x) and r(x) of the operator L£ are sufficiently smooth. Then, if

(L~v); = I;, i = 1,2,..., N - 1, Vo = VN = 0,
on Q, then

IlvIILhscllfIIL/"- I

where c is a constant independent oft and N.

In this section, a weighte~ scheme of the form (8)-(10) with homogeneous boundary conditions and a
right-hand side of the formfl + f~ is considered:

[YI+L~ya]:=[fl+f~l:, i=1,2,...,N-1, j=0,1,...,K-1,
.i .i O

.
01 K

O.
01 NYO=YN= , .1=, ,..., , Yi=<Pi' 1=, ,..., ,

where <Po= <PN= O.

Theorem 3. Suppose Y is the solution to problem (2.1) and the conditions of the lemma hold. Then,
(1)f(JrO.5s0S1,

-, Ilya,t~S c(llf~- L~<p11+ Ilf~11 + Ilf~t~ + Ilf~,t~ + mfx{jIfUI + IlfLt/;}), and
(2)for 0 > 0.5,

(2.1)

(2.2)

IIY.it: S 11<pIIL~+ 201_1 mfxllya,.it:.

Proof. I. A solution to problem (2.1) can be represented as
Y =v + w,

where v and ware the solutions to the following difference problems:

(2.3)

L h .i - j .J
£w -. 2' i = 1,2, ..., N -1, w~ = w~ = 0, j = 0,1, ..., K; (2.4)

Lh a
j

.
£ V = 1 - VI - Wp i=1,2,...,N-1, j=0,1,...,K-1,

(2.5)i .i O
.

01 K
o 0

Vo = VN = , .1 = , , ..., , Vi = <Pi-Wi'

Taking into account the lemma and inequalities (7), we have

Ilya,t:s Ilwa,t:+ c<llf{11+ Ilvjll+ Ilw:II),

i=O,l,...,N.

(2.6)

where V == VI is the solution to the difference problem

VI+L~Va=fl,I-WII' i=1,2,...,N-1, j=O,1,...,K-2,

vb = V~ = 0, j = 0,1,...,K-1,
o hO °° h O.

V +01L£V = fl +f2-L£<P-Wt, 1 = 1,2, ...,N-1.

Note that the last equation-the equation for VD,which plays the role of initial condition in this prob1em-
is obtained from equation (2.5) by setting j = O. By virtue of (1.2), the scalar product of this equation with
VOyields

11

0
11

2 h o o h 0 o h 0 0 0 o h 0 0
V +01{(p V" Vi] +0.5(ri,Yi-l' Vi] +(q V, V)} = UI +f2-L£<P-Wp V);

therefore,

IlvOI!s c<llf~11+ Ilf~ - L=<p11+ Ilw~II).

Using this inequality, we estimate IlVjllby applying Theorem 2 and substitute the estimate thus obtained
into (2.6):

Ill"t:s c(llf~ - L~<p11+ mfx{llfill + IlfL11+ Ilwt: + Ilwlll+ Ilwttll}).
Next, noting that w is a solution to problem (2.4), we can estimate the terms containing w by applying the
lemma:

Ilwt" s cIIfillL",- I Ilwtll s cllf~,t~, Ilwltlls cllfLt~.
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Since

Ilyill s IlyO11 + Tmaxlly{11

for any grid function Yand any norm 11'11, we obtain (2.2).
2. Noting that

~ I-a la
y = --y+-ya a

and (1 - (5)/(5 < 1 for (5> 0.5: we can use the formula for the sum of a geometric series to obtain (2.3). The
theorem is proved.

3. DIFFERENCING ERROR AND CONVERGENCE
. h .

Proof of Theorem 1. Let z! == Ui' J - U(Xi' ti) be the solution error. Then,

[ L h r:J .i .i
Zt + £Z L = \{Ii' i=1,2,...,N-1, j=0,1,...,K-1,

(3.1)i .i 0Zo = ZN = , j=O,l,...,K, z~=<I>i==<p7-<p(x;),i = 0, 1, ..., N.

Here, \f'! ==/".i - (U(Xi' t))t - L~ (U(Xi' ti))r:Jis the differencing error for scheme (8)-(10), which can be rep-
resented as

\{I = \{Il + \{I~,

where \{I;.i = (~i(xi' ti))r:J- (U(Xi' ti))t and \{If,i = (L£U)(Xi't) - L~(U(Xi'ti))'Then, Theorem 3 applies to prob-
lem (3.1), and (2.2) entails

Ilzr:J,.it: s c( II\{I~- L~<I>II+ II\{I~II + 11\{I~t~ + 11\{I~,t~+ m1xd\{lUI + II\{ILt/)).

Since \{I~.i = (L£<p)(x)- L~«p(x)), weuse(ll)toobtain
h 0

L£<I>- \{I2, i = O.
Since <p(x)is supposed to be a sufficiently smooth function, this implies

11\{I~th= O(!r2).1

Hence, by applying the lemma to (3.3), we obtain

11<1>11L:= 11<p7 - <P(x;)t~ = O(N-2).

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

To estimate the remaining terms on the right-hand side of (3.2), we represent the solution to problem (1)
as in [6, p. 221]:

U(X,t) = Vex, t) + vex, f),
where

I

dk+l

I l

i+1

I

( )kiU Sc, kiV sc£,-kexp -ex~ ,
d xd t d xd t £,

(exis any constant such that ex< r(O)/p(O)), and

V + L£V = O.

k, l = 0, ..., 4

(3.6)
We note that

\{IJj' = \{I 1
.(t .) \{I 2i = \{I 2

.( t ), I ,1 J ' ,1 ,I J '

where \{Ilit) and \{I2,i(t) are functions of the continuous argument t and discrete argument Xi:

. . u(xi,t+'t)-u(xbt)
\{Ij ;Ct) ==(5U(Xi, t + 't) + (1- a)u(xi' t) - ,

, 't

h
\{I2,i(t) ==(L£)(Xi' t) - L£(U(Xi' f)).

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Vol. 37 No. 10 1997
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Then, by the Lagrange theorem,

1

i
l I

. -
I

I

.
I

I

U(Xi,t+'t)-U(Xi,t)

1
(\}ll J; = \}l], i(ti(x;) ::; m~x 'P I,i(t) = m~x crii(x;, t + 't) + (1 - cr)ii(x;, t) - 't

and

For 'P2' we have a similar 'estimate:

11'P~II+II\}lUI= O((cr-O.5)'t+'t2). (3.7)

1('P2,,):1 = 1'P2,;ct/Xi)1 ~ m~xl'P2,i(nI = m~xIcLEu)(x;,t)-L:(u(x;, t»I;
therefore,

where

1('P2,t);!::; 'Vi + Wi,

'V;==max!cLEV)(x;, t) - L:(V(Xi,t»I,t

Moreover, by virtue of (3.6),

Wi==max!cLEV)(x;, t) - L:(V(x;, t»I.t (3.8)

'Vi = maxli-'(Xi,t) + L;(V(Xb t»I.t

It is obvious that

(3.9)

'V; =
{ O(N~> ~*n,

O(N ), 1 = n;

hence,

11'VIILh= O(lV2).1

The following analysis reiterates (in simplified form) the one that was developed to prove Theorem 4

Table 1 Table 2

COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS Vol. 37 No. 10 1997

1:-1 N £ = 1 £ = 10-2 £ = 10-4 £ =10-6

8 0.01952 0.06287 0.06191 0.06189

16 16 0.02008 0.02101 0.02396 0.02401

32 0.02019 0.01946 0.02023 0.02025

8 0.00973 0.06520 0.06480 0.06479

32 16 0.01014 0.02203 0.02164 0.02163

32 0.01024 0.01018 0.01088 0.01091

8 CJ.O0473 0.06635 0.06628 0.06628

64 16 0.00505 0.02231 0.02218 0.02218

32 0.00514 0.00759 0.00753 0.00753

8 0.00223 0.06692 0.06704 0.06703

128 16 0.00248 0.02238 0.02239 0.02239

32 0.00257 0.007 50 0.00750 0.00750

8 0.00100 0.06721 0.06742 0.06742

256 16 0.00119 0.02239 0.02248 0.02248

32 0.00127 0.00742 0.00745 0.00744

1:-1 N £=1 £ = 10-2 £ = 10-4 £=10-6

8 0.00270 0.06781 0.06806 0.06805

16 0.00146 0.02277 0.02298 0.02298

8 32 0.00117 0.00771 0.00783 0.00783

64 0.00110 0.00275 0.00282 0.00283

128 0.00108 0.00111 0.00117 0.00117

8 0.00191 0.06757 0.06787 0.06787

16 0.00068 0.02248 0.02267 0.02266

16 32 0.00037 0.00748 0.00755 0.00755

64 0.00029 0.00253 0.00256 0.00256

128 0.00027 0.00087 0.00089 0.00089

8 0.00171 0.06751 0.06782 0.06782

16 0.00048 0.02242 0.02259 0.02260

32 32 0.00017 0.00743 0.00749 0.00749

64 0.00009 0.00247 0.00249 0.00249

128 0.00007 0.00081 0.00082 0.00082
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in [7]. Noting that the representations of o/i given by (3.8) and (3.9) imply that

h;
(

Xi-I

)-exp -(x- ,
- ,E3 E
\jf~C

1= 1,2,...,n-l,n+2,...,N-I,

H
(

x. I

)T2exP -(X..J..:: ,
II +E E

and using condition (12), we have

i = n, n + 1

Ilo/IIL~= 0(N-2In2 N);

consequently,

II\fLt~ = 0(N-2In2 N) (3.10)

uniformly with respect to E.
Applying a similar method to obtain the estimate

_. II\fLt~ = 0(N-2In2N)
. and substituting (3.3), (3.4), (3.7), (3.10), and (3.11) into (3.2), we have

I1

() i
ll

-2 2 2
z' L~ = O(N In N+(cr-0.5)1:+1:).

Hence, for cr > 0.5, we combine (2.3) in Theorem 3 with (3.5) to obtain (13); for cr = 0.5, we use
0.5[u(xi' ti+I) + u(Xi,ti)] - u(xi' ti + 1:/2)= 0(1:2)to obtain (14). The theorem is proved.

Remark 1. When the operator L~ defined by (2) is approximated by the monotonic four-point difference"
operator L~ with the upwind three-point second-order scheme for the term containing the first derivative [8]

-h h h h
L£V=-E(p vxh-r (v-hi+jVxh+q V,

we have a theorem analogous to Theorem 1.

Remark 2. For the scheme that approximates the operator L~ by the classical upwind three-point dif-
ference operator on the grid defined by (3)-(5), with C "2.p(O)/r(O) for cr"2.0.5, the error is estimated as
0(N-1lnN + (cr - 0.5)1: + 1:2)uniformly with respect to E. (In [6], this scheme was considered for cr=1.)

(3.11)

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Now, we present some numerical results to illustrate the accuracy of the scheme examined here. It is
readily verified that the function

-xl£ -1/£

( )
e - e .

(2 ) 2
TCx .

ux = l-e-l/£ SIll t+ XCOS2"SIllt

is the solution to the problem

li = Eu"+u'+f(x,t), O<x<l, O<t~l, u(O,t) = sin(2t),
u(x,O) = 0, O~x~l,

u(1, t) = 0, O~t~l,

with the right-hand side given by
-XIE -liE

(
2

)f(x,t) = e 1 _~-~/E 2cos(2t) +2xcosTC2xcost+[E~ x-2 cos~x+1t(2E+x)sin1t;Jsint.

This problem was solved with scheme (8)-(10) implemented on the grid defined by (3)-(5) for 2n =N (i.e.,
in the case when the numbers of nodes inside and outside the "boundary layer" are equal), A = 0.5, and

C = 2. Tables 1 and 2 show the values of maxllu~,j - u(xi' ti)t" calculated for various E,N, and 1:'with cr=1I . -
and cr = 0.5, respectively. Examining the tables row by row for each Nand 1:,one can see that convergence
is uniform with respect to £.
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